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Hi all, I can't believe it's autumn already. It's not been the summer of flying that 

we would have liked, but we seem to be finishing the year strongly. We've had 

another bunch of new members join this month, so I'd like to say welcome and I 

hope you find these monthly updates useful. 

  

 

  

Headlines 

Movement Charges now apply at Kemble 

Night Flying season is fast approaching 

PPL e-examinations start Monday 5th October  

Medical self declarations to allow private pilots to fly until March 

2021 

 

 

 

https://mailchi.mp/c87660d7afaf/september-cfi-update?e=d1e6404c25


 

 

 

Kemble Movement Charges 

Our residual landing credits at Kemble have finally run out. We have purchased 

another block of landings there as Kemble provides a good bolthole for training 

when Gloucester is busy. The short transit over there also offers great training 

value. From now on a touch and go is £5 and a full stop landing £10. Why are 

they charging double for a landing? Their argument is as a visiting aircraft you 

occupy the runway twice ( Arrival and departure). These charges will be 

automatically added by Open Flyers from 15th September so no change to how 

you complete your OF entry.  

  

 

  



 

  

Night Rating Season 

The days are getting shorter so how about adding a night rating to your 

licence? We are lucky in that Gloucester stays open until 1930 all through the 

year during the week. This allows us to complete night ratings in just a few 

nights. It's only a 5 hour course and there is no test! Also, you can complete it 

as part of your PPL  / LAPL training, so you get your licence with a night 

rating already in it. One of the big advantages of having one is it extends your 

flying day in the winter. You can land away somewhere but not have to be 

rushing back to Gloucester for sunset! If you are interested please e-mail me so 

we can get a list together of how much interest we have. We get a lot of outside 

interest so I want to prioritise club members. We will start when the clocks 

change. 

  

 

 

  



 

  

PPL E-Exams Start Monday 5th October 

The CAA have now announced the date that the exams go online. from this day 

all your exams will have to be taken at the club on the computer in the second 

classroom. The exams questions are all new and for each exam the questions 

are taken from a large data bank. The exam questions are selected by the 

system so each exam is different. Before you take your first exam you will need 

to register on the CAA portal. I've put a link here to the CAA information. Once 

the system is fully up and running I will issue more specific comms. 

 

Please remember that it's important that you keep up with the ground studies as 

well as the flying. Here is a reminder of where you should be with the 

examinations.  

  

https://bristolaeroclub.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=85499bf7928a269a06cc025ae&id=57abc91ee6&e=d1e6404c25


 

The idea is that this directs your theoretical study to the areas that are relevant 

to where you are in the flying training. We don't have the volume of students to 

conduct formal training for specific subjects but I would be happy to look at 

organising some ground studies days where we could cover elements of 

various subjects. With the new system we are going to have to be confident that 

you have studied the subject before we allow you to sit the exam. If you have 

any questions please don't hesitate to contact me. 

 

  

 

  



 

 

Using a self declaration to fly if your medical expires 

The CAA want AMEs to prioritise working through the backlog of Class 1 

medicals over completing Class 2 / LAPL ones. To help with this they have now 

issued ORS4 no 1421 . This allows you to fly VFR, day or night in UK airspace 

without a valid class 2 / LAPL medical if you make a medical self declaration. 

This will be valid until 31st March 2021. Note that this does not apply to 

instructing, students flying solo, or exercising the privileges of an IR(R) rating. 

I'd advise still endeavouring to get your medical done as there will no doubt be 

a rush in March! 

 

Link to the self declaration here 

 

If you are going to take advantage of this please read the limitations carefully to 

make sure you are eligible. 

 

  

https://bristolaeroclub.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=85499bf7928a269a06cc025ae&id=be22275f88&e=d1e6404c25
https://bristolaeroclub.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=85499bf7928a269a06cc025ae&id=55d0abe925&e=d1e6404c25


 



 

    



SJ P1 Seat 

For those of you that have been in the club a while will know that this is an 

ongoing saga. We have tried to get the gas strut on SJ's P1 seat hight adjuster 

repaired / changed a number of times. Temporary repairs have just ended up 

costing us a lot of money and they only last a few flights. According to all the 

engineers we've used the only real option is to replace the seat. We are 

currently attempting to source a secondhand one. There are various cushions 

around the club and aircraft that have been donated by Mark salter and myself. 

It might be worth investing in your own as many club members do. One 

suggestion, if you struggle to get the correct seat height in SJ, would be try 

flying G-ONET. Although it doesn't have a height adjuster the seat sits much 

higher. This long term problem is firmly on our list and we recognise the 

significance of it, but without racking the hourly cost up we need to prioritise our 

spending this year. Thanks for your understanding. 

 

This inspired me to write a short article on seat adjustment.  

  

Seating Position 

It's very important that you are sat correctly in the aircraft. The correct seating 

position is important, not just for visibility but for setting the correct aircraft 

attitude, judging the flare and having the best compromise between the outside 

and inside picture (Instruments!). You should also be able to apply full rudder 

and full toe brake without struggling.  Many aircraft types have alignment aids to 

help you achieve this. For interest here is the Airbus solution. 

  



       

 

  

Basically, you adjust your seat up / down / forward / back until the red ball on 

your side covers the white ball. Then adjust the rudder pedals. 

 

So what can we do in our aircraft? We don't have that level of adjustability or 

reference. 



 

The illustration below shows what you should see. A good test is to get 

someone to stand 30 - 40 feet in front of the aircraft , you should be able to see 

their feet. (Assuming the aircraft is sat in a normal attitude on the ground!). 

 

 

Next time you fly, compare this to how you sit, you might be surprised! I'm not 

saying change it if it's working for you but if you're struggling with your landings 

it might be worth checking / changing your seat position. 

  

 

 

 



   

 

 

Propeller Blade Damage 

We have seen quite a few nicks in our propellers of late. Pete Montgomery, our 



engineer, offers this advice which I wholly endorse. 

 

Most of the damage occurs when the aircraft is stationary at high power 

settings. The vortex from the prop lifts loose objects from the ground. The more 

power you have applied, the stronger the vortex, the bigger the object is that 

can be dislodged. 

 

We can attempt to minimise this by 

• Inspecting the area below the propeller on our walk round for stones etc 

• When starting to taxi or commencing the take off roll release the brakes 

and allow the aircraft to start moving before gradually applying power if 

possible. 

  

 

 

That's all I have for now. One last minute thank you to Adam Knights who 

ferried XW to Croft Farm this morning for it's service. He then had to suffer an 

hour in the car with me as the M5 was shut. as Adam lives North of Gloucester 

he had to endure the traffic three times for 15 minutes flying! 

 

Stay safe and enjoy the last throws of summer flying weather! 

 

 

John Sorsby 

 

Head of Training 

 

07917 457127 
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